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Your task is to determine the magnetic heading to fly directly from a given departure airport to a 
given airport when winds exist.  Keep in mind during this activity 

• True North differs from Magnetic North.  The difference is given on the chart, indicated 
by a dashed magenta line. 

• Distances in nautical miles can be measured in degrees of latitude using the left side of 
the Sectional Aeronautical Chart. 

• A course is the path over the ground you want the airplane to follow. 
• A heading is the direction to point the airplane, which can be true or magnetic, depending 

on the reference (to where longitudes converge or the Magnetic North Pole, respectively). 
• Airspeed is the speed the airplane passes through the air. 
• Ground Speed (GS) is airspeed corrected for winds (e.g. speed relative to the ground). 
• Estimated Time Enroute (ETE) is the computed time for the flight using ground speed 

and course distance.  Divide course distance by GS; convert to hours and minutes. 
• The diagram you are about to make is NOT to scale, however, you will plot azimuths as 

close to actual as you can. 
 
Scenario #1: Boeing Field, Seattle (KBFI) to Omak (KOMK). 
1. Determine the true course (azimuth in degrees) and distance (nautical miles) by measuring on 

a chart.  Write down the facts!  In the space below, draw a vector (arrow) depicting the 
course from the departure airport to the destination airport and label the azimuth it points.  A 
length of 10 cm will do; make this a solid line.  Continue the course a little (2 cm will do) 
beyond the destination airport with a dashed line and arrow head.  Note: assume True North 
is at the top of the page and lines of longitude are parallel to the sides of  the paper. 
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2. Determine a flight altitude (for this scenario, we will fly at 9000’) then look up the Winds 

Aloft (using NOAA’s Aviation Weather Center).  Draw a short (2 cm) vector depicting the 
wind with the arrow head ending at the destination airport and label the vector (include wind 
speed).  Make this vector a solid line.  Continue the wind vector a little beyond the 
destination airport with a dashed line and arrow head. 

3. Use what you know about the vectors you drew to compute all four angles at the destination 
airport.  Hint: one of the angles can be computed by facing the course direction then turning 
to face the wind— ask “how many degrees was the turn?” 

4. Draw a dashed line from the departure airport to the end of the wind vector (not the arrow 
head).  This is your “heading” vector, which represents your airspeed (use 120 KTS for this 
scenario).  Label the angle between this line and the course as θ (theta). 

5. Address the question: what are the units of the heading and wind speed vectors?  How does 
this effect the units on the unknown side?  Have your answers verified before continuing! 

6. Realize you have two known sides of a triangle and one known angle.  Solve for the 
unknown angle (in this case, θ).  What does it represent? 

7. Solve for the “length” of the course vector using what you already know.  What does it 
represent? 

8. Compute magnetic heading (MH), ground speed (GS), and ETE. 
 
Scenario #2: SeaTac, Seattle (KSEA) to Yakima (KYKM). 
 


